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The FL suffix is mostly applied to Harley-Davidson's large-framed bikes, including the current
Touring series, and also the Softail series, especially those with traditional styling, inch front
wheels, and either Springer forks or large-diameter telescopic front forks. The FL was
introduced to the Harley-Davidson model line in The FL continued relatively unchanged until ,
when it and the EL were given redesigned " Panhead " engines of the same capacities as
before. These engines had several improvements over the earlier "Knuckleheads", including
self-adjusting hydraulic lifters and aluminum cylinder heads to reduce weight and improve
cooling. In , a year after receiving the "Panhead" engine, the FL was given a new front
suspension featuring hydraulically damped telescopic forks, replacing the leading link spring
suspension of the time. During their debut model year of , Harley-Davidson referred to their new
suspension systems as the "hydraulic front ends". Harley-Davidson's marketing department
promoted the new suspension systems by renaming the big twin models "Hydra Glide" for the
model year. This was Harley-Davidson's first departure from its policy of using alphabetic
lettering to identify its models. The original format continued to be offered as an option until
Although the founding is now the basis for "Anniversary Models", Harley-Davidson's 50th
Golden Anniversary was celebrated in with special paints and badges on the front fender. The
first year of production was A more highly tuned engine with high-compression heads,
higher-lift cams, and polished ports, was offered with the FLH version of The FL model was
given a new frame in This frame included a rear swingarm suspended by a pair of
coil-over-shock suspension units. Unlike OHV configuration, aluminum heads, and
telescopic-fork front suspension, however, this improvement in technology was applied to the
small-frame bikes first, the K-series having received rear suspension in The third and final
change given to the name of the basic FL model would occur in , the final year of the "Panhead"
engines. These last "Panheads" were the first "big-twin" Harley-Davidson engines to be
equipped with electric starters, the Servi-Car having received electric start the year before. This
innovation for Harley-Davidson was greeted with the new model name of Electra Glide. In , the
"Panhead" gave way to the " Shovelhead ", gaining a ten percent increase in power in the
process. A fork-mounted fairing became available on Electra Glides in This became unofficially
known as the "batwing" fairing. The FL was given a front disc brake in The three-speed plus
reverse option was discontinued in The unit production was in such low volume numbers - only
44 - as to make it one of the rarest of the company's motorcycles. However, the FL designation
was not changed as a result. In order that the FLT frame, which was larger and heavier than the
large and heavy FLH frame, would handle acceptably, the front forks were given radical steering
geometry which had them mounted behind the steering head, with the frame behind the steering
head being recessed to allow adequate steering lock. The FLHT was introduced in Except for
the base FLH, all FLs were equipped with the new rubber-mounted Evolution engine and a
five-speed transmission. All "Shovelhead" engines were discontinued by the model year. The
Evolution engine was replaced by the Twin Cam 88 engine on all large-framed Harley-Davidson
motorcycles in For the model year, Harley-Davidson redesigned the entire touring range. The
changes result in greater load carrying capacity, better handling, a smoother engine, longer
range and less exhaust heat transmitted to the rider and passenger. This model features a
unique frame and a cid engine exclusive to the trike. Harley-Davidson introduced the Softail
chassis in In , all Softails, including the FL models, were switched from the Evolution engine to
the counterbalanced Twin Cam 88B engine specially developed for the rigid engine mounting in
this frame. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also: Softail. How To Restore your
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as PDF Printable version. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Touring. Motorcycle comes with owners
manual, new set of front and rear brake pads. Title is clear and buyers assumes delivery
expense. Payment must be made in full prior to release. This is an original Harley Davidson
Tour Glide with a 80ci shovel head motor. The King of the Highway back in the day. This is in
good condition featuring only usual wear. Regular maintenance has been done recently
changing the oil in the motor as well as the primary. Tires have tread on them. Please see the
pictures to see the quality for yourself. Please let me know if you any additional questions. The
item is sold as is. Own a piece of history. First year Harley being bought back from AMF. I
bought this bike with all intention of building my own personalized tour glide. The bike was too
nice to start dismantling. I wanted to offer it up for someone who would drive it as their own, or
for collection purposes. Was a family owned bike until I purchased, from uncle, to father , to

son. The son had it restored 10 years ago, powder coating frame and having the metallic red
paint refinished with all appropriate decals, including the fender emblem which he said was
Engine stamping matches title, so this is the original 80 cubic inch engine that was on the bike
at time of manufacture. Seems to run and function all just fine other than a slight tappet noise
on let back of throttle. Have not had experience with shovels and this may be normal or not, I
was going to adjust tappets if I continue to drive this week if weather permits. I will stop driving
as soon as I have an offer or a bid. This bike is for sale locally, and I retain the right to end the
auction if I sell it for my asking price. I am also driving bike now so if anything where to happen
to it, I would also end auction. Local pickup only. Contact me with any questions. First four
picks of bike on trailer do not have original seat. That is replaced now. All following pictures are
of bike as of current. Bike is sold as is where is. If you have questions ask prior to bidding. I will
deduct from price after auction end. Value pending my approval. With balance due upon pickup
within 3 days, unless other arrangements have been made. Cash, or certified check only for
balance. No zero feedback bidders, Not shipping overseas. Just a nice bike for someone to
enjoy. I removed the fuel tank and flushed it several times with fuel to clean out rusty particles. I
installed a new petcock and a fuel filter. It starts easily and runs great. The lights, horn and turn
signals etc.. The paint appears to be original and has some flaws and the chrome has some
scratches and rust damage see photos. The windshield has a crack see photos. I bought the
bike from an estate and was not able to speak with the prior owner deceased. The bike was
parked inside a building when it quit running. I will try to work with a buyer that is somewhat
local on delivery with my motorcycle trailer. Barn find one owner FLT. Cleaned fuel system,
rebuilt front brake system someone put wrong type fluid in. Gauges next to radio do Not work
did not look into it do not know any other history on this bike then what is stated here. This is
the first rubber mounted engine bike produced by Harley. Also the first 5 speed touring bike.
First dual disc front brakes too. First year for the larger tour-pak and saddlebags Call with
questions before submitting an offer, come to see it if you want to. Has all the original stuff with
added passenger floorboards and air rear shock upgrades. VA Clear title. Trans: 5 Speed. Color:
Green Runs and Drives. Bike is in pretty good condition for its age. Seller is not an avid Harley
owner, just bought bike to help out last owner, had it fixed and now ready to sell. Bike does run
good. See previous listing of detailed work that was just completed. Included pics of bike.
Motivated seller! Price includes 20 day plate, full tank of gas, state inspection sticker, remainder
of factory warranty OR 90 day Laconia Harley Davidson Used Motorcycle Guarantee. The
options and features include:. Waugh Certified? Hollywood, FL. Rocky Ford, CO. Williamsburg,
VA. Carthagena, OH. Fairbury, IL. Ravenscroft, TN. Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Touring. Own a piece of
history. First year Harley being bought back from AMF. I bought this bike with all intention of
building my own personalized tour glide. The bike was too nice to start dismantling. I wanted to
offer it up for someone who would drive it as their own, or for collection purposes. Was a family
owned bike until I purchased, from uncle, to father , to son. The son had it restored 10 years
ago, powder coating frame and having the metallic red paint refinished with all appropriate
decals, including the fender emblem which he said was Engine stamping matches title, so this
is the original 80 cubic inch engine that was on the bike at time of manufacture. Seems to run
and function all just fine other than a slight tappet noise on let back of throttle. Have not had
experience with shovels and this may be normal or not, I was going to adjust tappets if I
continue to drive this week if weather permits. I will stop driving as soon as I have an offer or a
bid. This bike is for sale locally, and I retain the right to end the auction if I sell it for my asking
price. I am also driving bike now so if anything where to happen to it, I would also end auction.
Local pickup only. Contact me with any questions. First four picks of bike on trailer do not have
original seat. That is replaced now. All following pictures are of bike as of current. Bike is sold
as is where is. If you have questions ask prior to bidding. I will deduct from price after auction
end. Value pending my approval. With balance due upon pickup within 3 days, unless other
arrangements have been made. Cash, or certified check only for balance. No zero feedback
bidders, Not shipping overseas. Just a nice bike for someone to enjoy. Has Original Fairings
and Travel Box!! Bike is in pretty good condition for its age. Seller is not an avid Harley owner,
just bought bike to help out last owner, had it fixed and now ready to sell. Bike does run good.
See previous listing of detailed work that was just completed. Included pics of bike. Motivated
seller! See pictures for detailed condition. Commemorates the first year production after the
buyback from AMF. Paint is original except I had tops of saddle bags painted, the original
decals on tanks are good.. This bike has not been restored, has a little pitting on chrome a few
scratches and chips but a overall nice looking bike. Please look at pictures closely. I have had

bike for 2 years was a barn find when I got it, took a lot of elbow grease to clean up, new clutch,
plugs, coil, oil filter and it runs and looks great. I also has a new windshield that took me forever
to find the correct one. This Bike is over 32 years old and runs and looks great. I never had the
rear luggage bag so I mounted a devils Styrofoam head on it I can take it off if you don't like it.
The shifter was too short for my size 13 foot so I welded a bolt to rear kicker you can see in
pictures. I do not have a key to lock bike, It has always been in garage so I never worried about
it. Motor Runs strong! Starts right and up. Watch the video below. Clean title. The Tourglide was
the bike that evolved into the Road Glide. Has chrome front end, chrome calipers, oil cooler,
rare wheels I've never seen before. Sony CD player, and more more good parts. Needs TLC.
Great bike to fix up and ride or part out for a Chopper project. You can find lids on ebay cheap,
go over, ride as is, or get it painted. The motor doesn't smoke. We just threw on a set of shorty
pipes, but we have the stock head pipe if you prefer. I would guess to say it was rebuilt at some
point. Odometer reads 2, but was likely replaced and not the actual miles. Great deal for
someone. We are a licensed and bonded dealer that has a retail store. I would be more than
happy to talk to you and fax any verification you may need. References available upon request.
Check out our Motorcycle related feedback and bid with confidence. We can ship anywhere.
Please email or call for a quote. Sold as-is. Crash guard bars, fringe grips. Stock photo - details
may vary. Vehicle located in Laurel, MT. Ad ID No. It could use a new tire. It also has a new
windshield that took me forever to find the correct one. You won't be disappointed the bike is as
described. Custom paint, Supreme forward controls, Progressive shocks. Bike is in excellent
condition, see pictures for detailed condition. Fires up easy. All gauges and lights work perfect.
Have factory ones as well. Text or leave message to set up an appointment to view this beautiful
machine. Thank you. Located in Dayton, OH.. Model Shovelhead. Windshield, bags, floorboards,
modern electronics and LED signals. Professionally maintained and serviced. Paughco shotgun
slash cut straight pipes. Custom paint. Own a classic. Must Sell. Model Tour Glide. Thousand
Oaks, CA. Carthagena, OH. Fort Rice, ND. Greenwood, IN. Alamo, CA. Alpharetta, GA. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Harley Flt. Year Make Harley-Davidson
Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine
Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make
Harley-Davidson ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Make Model. The big twin model was built on an all-new frame that included
compressible motor mounts to reduce vibration felt by the rider. A frame-mounted fairing held a
pair of round headlights behind the domed cover. The new FLT weighed in at pounds before
fluids were added. In , the Motor Company was sold back to those who truly cared about the
product, not just producing as many units as possible. Not only did the management team
remove AMF from the letterhead, but also pulled the 74 inch Shovelhead motor from the option
sheet. It is almost impossible to rationalise thoughts on the two-wheeled anachronisms called
Harley-Davidson. Whenever I have ridden one of these great vibrating masses of two-wheeled
antiquity they have always left me experiencing the vividly opposing emotions of both love and
hate. And there is nothing about the FLT80, the world's heaviest production roadster, which can
untangle my opinions on what must be one of the motor-cycle world's greatest provocateurs of
emotions. Even though Harleys, and the image they project, offer a great deal to a small and
vociferously partisan body of two-wheeled enthusiasts it is almost too easy to criticise them. If
you subscribe to the purists' opinion that motor cycles should be cheap, efficient and fast, light
and nimble with excellent handling, then most Harleys and the FLT in particular, have got to be
the world's all-time greatest two-wheeled disasters. But if you are thinking along those lines
then you have completely missed the point. It is just not possible to use normal road testing
parameters to assess a Harley. They simply defy conventional thought processes to the extent
that when riding a Harley it is best to banish all other motor cycling experiences from the mind.
This way, views on the Harley-Davidson's particular individual style of travel will not be at all
clouded by other feelings not related to the big American vee-twin. And that gets you some way
to understanding a Harley. What is certain is that the FLT80 is about as subtle as an atomic
explosion. To say it is large is an understatement. It is brash, vulgar, monstrous and shocking.
It demands, and gets, the attention of all road users and pedestrians; it makes its rider the
centre of attraction wherever he and the Harley travel. At a quick glance, the FLT could probably
be dismissed as just another Harley. But a closer look reveals that Harley-Davidson have made
several important modifications and improvements over the cheaper FLH Classic and much less
expensive FLH Vibration has always been one of the worst features of the big American vees.
With H-D sales continuing to suffer under the relentless Japanese onslaught in America it is not
so surprising that they should now deal with the problem. H-D engineers have not so much
solved the problem as circumnavigated it. They have fitted a series of rose-jointed rods both in
front of the motor and between the vee and have allowed the gearbox to pivot on the same axis

as the swinging arm; this allows the motor a certain degree of latitude in which to vibrate in
isolation without loosening the fillings of its rider. The movement is no more than fractions of
an inch,. Interestingly, the front forks on the FLT are actually behind the steering head axis. This
reduces the amount of trail, therefore improving low speed handling at the expense of higher
speed stability. Harley have forsaken their tank-top instrument panel syndrome on the FLT by
installing a speedo and rev-counter in a conventionally mounted console. The fuel tank has
been redesigned, they have added a twin headlamp fairing with luggage space and the gearbox
has sprouted, somewhat unnecessarily, a fifth ratio. But such modifications are only
comparatively minor concessions to latest motor cycling technology and do not alter the
flavour of transport offered by the FLT. The sheer size of the machine is awe-inspiring. It weighs
lb with a gallon of fuel and the handbook permits an all-up operating limit in excess of half a
ton, 1, lb in fact. Which means that even experienced Harleyists are going to have their share of
embarrassing moments when moving the machine within the confined space of a parking lot or
attempting a three-point turn. But once it is moving at more than a few mph the sheer lazy,
easy-going effortlessness of the whole device becomes apparent. While it is not a machine a
dispatch rider would choose for his London work, it is surprisingly agile considering its bulk.
Perhaps the worst evidence of the FLT's weight appears when coming to rest, for example at
traffic lights. Over those few feet before coming to a halt the steering feels really heavy and the
impression is that the machine just wants to turn in its front wheel and collapse in a heap.
Obviously a machine of such gross proportions needs an equally muscular motor. In the FLT's
case, 80 cubic inches, or the combined forces of a pair of cc singles provide a fairly modest 60
bhp, but with the kind of stump-pulling torque you expect in a tractor. This 1, cc twin was first
used in and was a direct response to Kawasaki's Zl threat to knock H-D from top of the capacity
tree. They just had to be biggest, and this massive unit with 50 and 45 mm inlet and exhaust
valves was the result. Those huge exhaust pipes emit a dull flat duflf-duff-duff note indicating a
far lower compression ratio than the FLT's 8 to 1 and later models did in fact have a lower ratio
of 7. At the legal British 70 mph limit in top gear the motor turns only 3, times a minute, and it
does not take long to realise that the machine's ultimate performance is only on a par with a
quick Japanese Fifth gear, which proved a useful overdrive for motorway cruising was too high
for the MIRA test track. The FLT only revved to 4, rpm, 1, revs below the redline in top gear
during our speed tests. Harleys take a notoriously long time to bed in and the speeds could be
improved once that FLT had been ridden over 1, miles. But nobody buys a Harley for sheer
speed. The impression is that the Harley is capable of loafing along at a lunging mph almost
non-stop for weeks. Both rider and pillion do not so much sit on the bike as inside it; they're
surrounded by luggage space - 55 lb of carrying capacity at the rear with room for smaller items
in a pair of small compartments in the fairing. The wide, flat screen, which is a speed reducer, is
also a boon once out on the open highway where the Harley really belongs. It isolates both rider
and pillion from the battering elements of wind and rain. Once you've settled into the somewhat
alien feet-forward riding position with your backside moulding with the touring orientated
contours of the caressing seat and grabbing those huge pull back cowhorn style handlebars
you begin to get 'into' the Harley. There is one aspect of the human make-up to which the FLT
cannot fail to appeal; the ego. There may be many niggling faults like a heavy clutch, a crunchy
and clumsy gearchange and individual indicator buttons which are difficult to operate. The
whole contraption may creak, groan and squeak over bad road surfaces, and predictably
enough it still vibrates although much less than expected. But all this pales into insignificance
once you notice the heads begin to turn in your direction. People gaze at the Harley with
wide-eyed expressions of disbelief, astonishment, awe. Most cannot even comprehend that a
device which is so large runs on only two wheels. When it comes to halting this behemoth you
discover the FLT's major fault. Harley brakes are historically bad but on the third of a ton FLT
even the triple discs are a couple of notches the wrong side of poor. Obviously, it is easy to
drive accordingly - for example, to leave a bigger gap to the vehicle ahead, but the brakes are
not really up to dealing with those occasional emergency stops with the rapidity taken for
granted on countless lighter machines. One of the FLT's most surprising aspects is its
willingness to be thrown around on twistier terrain. Limitations in Ground Clearance due to its
width prevent really hard riding, but the machine requires surprisingly little physical effort to
sweep through the turns. On those long motorway curves, however, the FLT develops a slight
weave around mph. This particular brand of jiving never threw the machine into anything
approaching a terminal tank slapper but it was consistently present. So much so that like the
machine's many other idiosyncrasies you simply learn to ignore just another quirk. A
thoroughly practical means of transport the FLT is not. There are several directly comparable
machines which can pe
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rform the same tasks more efficiently. But none can approach the unique appeal afforded by
the legendary name Harley-Davidson. The FLT80 as a model was short-lived, being launched in
a barrage of publicity and becoming a machine of the past inside a year, for British bikers at
least. Harley-Davidson may continue with their bewildering annual change in model designation
but the FLT has left a large unmistakable stamp on the face of contemporary motor cycling.
Home Manufacturer Contact. The movement is no more than fractions of an inch, which does
not appear to adversely affect the machine's handling. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Co
oling System. Air cooled. Two-into-two, chrome. One butterfly valve Keihin carburetor. Max
Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Gear Ratio. Duplex cradle type. Front Suspension. Gas
telescopic forks. Rear Suspension. Dual shocks preload adjustable. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes.
Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Courtesy: Don Kennelly.

